Abstract. The bases of a variation method to calculate the metal-cutting systems accuracy for the first time are systemically stated in this paper. The main attention is paid to a problem of joint influence of geometrical accuracy of machine tools and cutting tools parameters on the details processed surfaces accuracy. The general mathematical model of metalcutting systems accuracy is presented in this work. The general model is the basis to develop the full mathematical model of turning metal-cutting system accuracy. The results of accuracy modeling at turning with a wide cutter are received when studying nature of influence of the lathe and the cutting tool geometrical errors on processing accuracy of cylindrical and face surfaces. The directions of further researches in the field of calculations of metal-cutting systems accuracy at difficult surfaces processing by the shaped cutting tool and also when accounting rigidity of the systems elements and the proceeding processes are revealed in the presented work.
Introduction
The geometrical accuracy one of the main indicators for characterizing both the processing and the equipments and tools used. The basis of this work is the variation method for metalcutting machines accuracy calculation [1, 2] which is using uniform coordinates and gained development in the next works [3] [4] [5] . At processing accuracy researches on metal-cutting machines the main attention is paid to the accuracy of the machine tools though the structure of the metal-cutting system (MCS) always includes the cutting tool. In this work the main attention is paid to a problem of joint influence of machines and the cutting tools geometrical accuracy parameters on the accuracy of the details treated surfaces.
General mathematical model of metal-cutting systems accuracy
The equation of the nominal processed surface has the appearance:
where u, v -curvilinear coordinates of a surface; q0 -a vector of surface dimensional parameters. The Form-Shaping Function (FSF) characterizing structure of MCS has the appearance:
where r0 -the radius vector connecting of the cutting tool coordinates points in the cutting tool coordinates systems and the blank being processed; Aст -the matrix of the machine coordinates transformations which is the work of the known matrixes of elementary movements [1, 2] ; rри -the radius vector of the tool form-building points. Except imposing on the Form-Shaping Function of the known bonds such as rounding, hidden and functional it is also necessary to consider the cutting tool parameters and then FSF in expression (1) will correspond to the nominal processed surface equation:
where q1 -the vector of the machine bonds; q2 -the dimensional bonds vector of the tool cutting edge. The functional purpose of the MCS elements is implemented at equality of expressions (1) and (3), that is:
Using the approach stated in [6] we will define a full variation of expression (2):
Expression (5) is the first main dependence for creation of a full (nonlinear) variation method for calculation of MCS accuracy. It is visible from the expression structure that vector errors budget -∆r0 of MCS contains the nonlinear member -∆Aст∆rри. The principal difference from known [2] nonlinear problems of machines accuracy consists in account as structurally nonlinear member ∆Aст∆rри, and also in reasonable consideration of sizes of the second and subsequent orders of smallness in Aст∆rри, component that is the direction of separate researches.
The linearized representation of full variation of expression (2) has the following appearance:
and is also the main dependence of linear variation method for calculation of MCS accuracy as includes the vector errors budget -∆r0 machine errors (∆Aст) and of the cutting tool errors ∆rри. In accordance with the variation method for calculation of metal-cutting machines accuracy [1, 2] believe the cutting tool is ideal or the tool is point wise rри = (0; 0; 0; 1) Т that allows to consider ∆rри = 0. The first order of smallness members only are fixed in the expression (6) of this work at variations ∆Aст and ∆rри consideration.
The second main dependence of a variation method for calculation of MCS accuracy both in nonlinear and in linear statement is the corresponding variation of expression (4):
The calculation rules of variations in expression (7) don't differ from the corresponding rules used in works [1, 2] . Form-Shaping Function (2) of lathes has an appearance:
where A 6 (φ) -turn matrix around axis Z; A
3
(z) and A 1 (x) -matrixes of movements along axes Z and X, respectively; rри = (xри; yри; zри; 1)
T -the radius vector of the cutting cutter edge. After calculations from expression (8) we will receive:
The vector errors budget of metal-cutting system is equal:
where ∆rри =(Δxри; Δyри; Δzри; 0) T -variation of the radius vector of the cutting cutter edge; εi -matrixes of elementary errors (i = 0, …, 3):
After substitution of the corresponding expressions for matrixes: A
6
, A 3 , A 1 and vectors: rри and Δrри in expression (10) we will receive: 
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We will present a single vector as a normal to any processed surface by cutting tool in turning metal-cutting system in the form of n = (nx; ny; nz; 0) T . Scalar errors budget Δrn with accuracy components Δ1, Δ2, Δ3, Δ4 and Δ5 coincides with the budget presented in [1, 2] :
Expressions (8) ÷ (12) are full mathematical model of turning metal-cutting system accuracy.
Modeling of accuracy at turning by a wide cutter
We will consider of cylindrical and face surfaces with a wide cutter.
When processing a cylindrical surface with a radius of R is processed the equation of communications for matrixes of A 1 (x) and A The equation of the real processed surface radius vector has included only geometrical errors entering in expression (13). Influence of the majority of the machine elementary geometrical errors entering in expression (13) is rather well studied [1, 2, 4, 7] . Here we will consider influence of machine elementary geometrical errors {β2, β3} and cutting tool edge errors Δxри on processing accuracy. We will consider that β2 = const, β3 = const (β2 ≠ 0; β3 ≠ 0), making variations of radius vector of the cutting cutter edge Δxри = dxри + δxри, and dxри = const, and the private variation δxри is equal to some function from a variable z, i.e. δxри = δxри(z). The orthogonal polynoms of Fourier, Hermite and MATEC Web of Conferences 224, 01038 (2018) https://doi.org/10.1051/matecconf/201822401038 ICMTMTE 2018 others with final quantity of components or different types of splines [1, 2, 10] are used for private variations representation. Here we use representation δxри = δ1sin(πz/L), where δ1 << 1; L -cutter width.
In fig. 1 influence of MCS geometrical errors on size and form errors at cylindrical surface processing is shown. We will consider influence of the machine elementary geometrical error β3 and of the cutting edge error of the tool Δzри on processing accuracy. Still, β3 = const (β3 ≠ 0) making variations Δzри = dzри + δzри, dzри = const, δzри = δ2sin(πx/R), where δ2 << 1.
In fig. 2 influence of MCS geometrical errors on the size and form errors at a face surface processing is shown.
The nature of influence of the machine and the cutting tool geometrical errors on the face surface processing accuracy is visible from fig. 2: • The constant component of variation dzри exerts impact on formation of the real surface size error, • Errors β3 exert impact on formation of the form error -conicity of the processed surface, • The variable component of variation δzри(x) as well as δxри(z) is copied on the processed surface.
So the nature of the lathe and the cutting tool geometrical errors influence on the accuracy of processing of cylindrical and face surfaces is considered in this section.
The direction of further researches in the field of the metalcutting systems accuracy
The given above calculations of processing accuracy in metal-cutting systems don't consider influence of rigidity of these systems elements and also a temporary factor on change of their parameters. The further researches direction in the field of the metal-cutting systems accuracy is connected to taking into account static and temperature deformations and also fluctuations and wear of the cutting tool, machine units and their joints. Also the tasks connected with accuracy calculations when using of the shaped cutting tool for processing of difficult surfaces have considerable interest. 
Conclusions
The bases of variation method for metal-cutting systems accuracy calculation systemically are stated in the presented work for the first time. The new general mathematical model of turning metal-cutting system with use of the cutting tools which can't be considered dot tools is presented. The accuracy modeling at processing cylindrical and face surfaces is performed. The results received in general are coordinated with the previous researches MATEC Web of Conferences 224, 01038 (2018) https://doi.org/10.1051/matecconf/201822401038 ICMTMTE 2018 however allow considering influence of the cutting tool accuracy on processing accuracy. The further researches directions in the field of metal-cutting systems accuracy calculations when processing difficult surfaces by the shaped cutting tool and also when accounting rigidity of these systems elements and the proceeding processes are revealed.
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